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Paradigm Shifts
The Rise of the Michigan Reading Association:
What is Our Heritage? What is Our Future?
An Interview of Dr. Byron Van Roekel by Mark W Conley
bring in speakers from outside the state
who would offer some new thinking and
directions. Byron shared several humorous stories about speakers at the early
MRA conferences, which were first held
at Michigan State and later moved to
Grand Rapids: "I remember we had one
person from Columbia. This man, I think
he was in children's literature. You probably know enough about Michigan now
that you know that Grand Rapids is a
pretty religious place. Well, he got up and
told a story that had so much profanity in
it. I think he was trying to be smart or
something. I thought, he ought to know
better than that."
Our conference focus and experiences have not changed much. Today, we
still bring in the "big names," sometimes
neglecting the wealth of expertise in our
own classrooms. Many of us also share
humorous stories about speakers at the
MRA conference.
I asked Byron how reading in the
schools has changed. He offered some
good news. First, he questioned the modern dissatisfaction with the way reading
is taught. "Well, I don't think there was as
much dissatisfaction with the way reading was going as there is now. I think the
reading now is better than what we had
then in the schools." However, Byron
said that not everything has changed for
the better. For example, compare what

I had occasion to talk with Byron Van
Roekel the other day. Byron was one of
the founders of the Michigan Reading
Association. With his words, Byron took
me back to the mid-1950s-the time MRA
was being formed.
W. S. Gray, a researcher from the
University of Chicago, had recently visited Michigan. Gray talked about forming a
state-wide reading association and local
reading councils. The purpose would be
to promote reading across the state and
in local communities. Gray got his ideas
from a visit back east with the founders
of the International Reading Association
(IRA). Despite suspicion about ideas
from "back east," eight or so people gathered at Morrill Hall on the Michigan State
campus. From their discussions, the
Michigan Reading Association (MRA)
was born.
As Byron talked, I reflected on how
much has changed and how much has
stayed the same. He also helped me think
about our future. What follows is some of
what Byron said and my own thoughts
about where we've been and where we're
going as a profession.
The initial purposes for MRA were
not unlike those of today. Said Byron: "I
think the original theme was: what could
we do to just improve reading in the public schools?" There was also a desire to
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Byron says about high schools long ago
with high schools today. "There was a lot
of call from high schools asking for help
because a lot of the high schools felt they
(students) couldn't read well. I'm not so
sure that was quite as accurate as the
fact that the high school teachers didn't
know how to tell if they could read well
or not. I don't think the teachers knew
how to get kids to tackle the reading
lessons so they'd learn something in the
end." Reading was then and is now an
integral yet not well understood part of
teaching and learning in high schools.
Despite his mixed impressions of
past and present, Byron provided some
high praise for today's teachers. "They
are just a hell of a lot better than any one
of us ever were! I think it's the personal
attention and I think they understand
how kids think." Clearly, Byron had a rich
and rewarding career that grew as the
reading profession grew.
Counting back from the formation of
MRA and IRA, the reading profession is
now 35 plus years old, an important milestone for any profession. In his book, The
System of Professions, Andrew Abbott
(1988) talks about how it is a mixed
blessing for a profession to reach this
point of maturity. Successful professions,
according to Abbott, carve out their territory. For example, consider medicine,
social work and the legal profession.
Each has an identifiable knowledge base
grounded in its work. Each has achieved
professional status and legal sanction
through university-based training and
state licensure. Now consider the reading
profession. Michigan's New Definition of
Reading and IRA's Professional Standards
are evidence for how our knowledge
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base is continually updated. Teaching
reading in Michigan requires university
training and a state credential. Based on
these criteria, I agree with Byron: the
reading profession is very successful.
But successful professions experience
growing pains. First, there are challenges
that emerge from creating a professional
knowledge base. To form a rationale for
their own uniqueness, many professions
rely on a knowledge base that is increasingly abstract. While this move makes it
possible for a profession to claim that it
is truly specialized, it can also create
greater distance between the profession
and basic issues in its work. The medical
profession provides an excellent case.
While medicine has increased in its technological capacity, some would argue
that it has lost capacity to grapple with
fundamental human issues, such as
whether technological sophistication is
always justified in terms of expense or
quality of life. I am reminded of a comment a veteran teacher made to me several years ago: "You reading people are
always trying to make reading so complicated, with all this jargon about metacognition and constructing meaning. What
ever happened to opening up a book and
reading just for the fun of it?"
Another challenge concerns the tendency for mature professions to grow
into hierarchies. At the top of many professions are the keepers of the abstract
knowledge base, often university professors, researchers or high-level officials
within professional organizations or state
governments. At the bottom are the individuals who continue to perform the
basic work of the profession. What often
happens with this arrangement is that
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Roekel's experiences and the progress
we have made over the past decades, we
have a very promising future. Give your
MRA Board representative a call and
offer your opinion about our heritage and
the direction(s) we should be going. We
all have a stake in the thoughtful evolution of our profession.

communication up and down the hierarchy becomes more difficult and rare.
Individuals at the top of the profession,
while researching the knowledge base,
often lose touch with the basic work of
the profession. Individuals at the bottom
feel increasingly alienated as their work
complexifies while the profession gradually loses its capacity to deal with their
changing needs. How closely do these
challenges faced by other professions
describe us? Have we reached a point
where our knowledge is so specialized
that we have lost touch? Have our professional organizations evolved into
unwieldy hierarchies? How do we preserve the progress we have made while
embracing the challenges that lie ahead
of us? Quite frankly, I don't have an easy
answer to these questions.
The purpose of this column is to get
us talking about the shifts and challenges
that shape our work and our profession.
Representatives to the MRA Board will
be talking about the future course of the
profession in this state over the next several months. Judging by Byron Van
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Please send reactions or comments
to Mark Conley, Michigan State
University, 201 Erickson Hall, East
Lansing, MI 48824.
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